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Abstract

One of the important activities in re-engineering pro-
cess is detecting design flaws. Such design flaws prevent
an efficient maintenance, and further development of a sys-
tem. This research proposes a novel metric-based heuristic
framework to detect and locate object-oriented design flaws
from the source code. It is accomplished by evaluating de-
sign quality of an object-oriented system through quantify-
ing deviations from good design heuristics and principles.
While design flaws can occur at any level, the proposed ap-
proach assesses the design quality of internal and external
structure of a system at the class level which is the most
fundamental level of a system. In a nutshell, design flaws
are detected and located systematically in two phases using
a generic OO design knowledge-base. In the first phase,
hotspots are detected by primitive classifiers via measuring
metrics indicating a design feature (e.g. complexity). In the
second phase, individual design flaws will be detected by
composite classifiers using a proper set of metrics. We have
chosen JBoss Application Server as the case study, due to
its pure OO large size structure, and its success as an open
source J2EE platform among developers.

1. Introduction

Evolution is an intrinsic property of software systems. As
the software is enhanced, modified and adopted to new re-
quirements, the code becomes more and more complex and
drifts away from its original design. One of the first steps of
maintaining an OO system is detecting design flaws, which
may cause problems for future evolution/maintenance. Pro-
gram comprehension plays a vital role through understand-
ing the design of a software to detect drifts and flaws that
may lead to such problems.

A design flaw, or according to Fowler [10] bad smells of
design, mainly is a violation from one or more design prin-

ciples. Riel [16] named these design principles heuristics
and described that such rules should be thought of as a series
of warning bells that will ring when violated. Tahvildari et
al. [21] proposed a classification for design flaws related to
the internal structure of a class, interactions among classes,
and the application semantics. These three categories rep-
resent three non-orthogonal levels of abstraction, and thus
may rely on different detection and correction techniques.

The main objective of this research is to define a frame-
work to quantify design flaws at the class level relating to
different features (i.e. complexity), and locate and isolate
these flaws in a systematic manner for maintenance activ-
ities. This work could pave the way for providing a flaw
diagnosis system like a medical diagnosis expert system in
which by using symptoms, lab results and a rule set, spe-
cific diseases could be diagnosed. Such a medical system
not only could be used to find causes of a pain, but also
could test biometrics and find a hidden flaw or a potential
future problem (i.e. a possible heart attack 5 years later due
to a high level of cholesterol). In this paper, we deal with the
second scenario when we start the work on a software sys-
tem without a priori knowledge of any flaws. Such a novel
framework can help two categories of maintenance, namely
preventive which is performed to prevent problems before
they occur, and perfective which is performed to modify a
software product after delivery to improve maintainability.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the problem while Section 3 describes de-
tails of our proposed approach to detect design flaws in an
object-oriented system. Section 4 describes the structure of
proposed generic OO design knowledge-base. Section 5 de-
scribes the structure of primitive and composite classifiers
when the process of detecting design flaws is applied. Sec-
tion 6 presents and discusses the experimental results ob-
tained by applying the proposed process on the target case
study, JBoss Application Server 4.0. Section 7 reviews re-
lated works in the area of detection design flaws. Finally,
Section 8 summarizes the contributions of this work and
outlines directions for further research.
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2. Problem Statement

By introducing mechanisms like inheritance and encapsu-
lation of data, object-oriented design aims at quality factors
such as maintainability and reusability. Applying these con-
cepts do not always produce high quality software [16]. Al-
though a large number of metrics have been proposed by
researcher to measure OO quality factors, they have two
major problems: i) there is a large gap between design prin-
ciples and design metrics, and ii) there is no clue how the
correction strategy can be applied to improve the quality af-
ter detecting flaws using metrics.

There is a gap in quality models (e.g., Factor-Criteria-
Metric (FCM) [4]) between quality factors and criteria from
one side and metrics from the other side. In fact, it is a
gap between subjective quality goals and objective quantity
measurements. On the other hand, there are hidden seman-
tics behind mapping from quality criteria to metrics, so it
is not only hard to understand the relation between metrics
and design rules, but also it is difficult to recognize what
are the real causes of the symptoms. There are some works
in literature which tried to propose quality models of OO
software systems, but in spite of mitigating the mentioned
gap, they couldn’t either cover all the factors or clarify links
between design rules, metrics and quality factors [1, 13, 18].

The aforementioned gap has a significant impact on de-
tecting design flaws. This is due to the core concepts of
design flaws: measuring violations/deviations from design
principles using metrics, and simultaneously quantify qual-
ity factors such as maintainability. In this paper, we pro-
pose a generic OO design knowledge-base encompassing
major design heuristics/principles and metrics to detect de-
sign flaws. In fact, design features [23] (e.g. coupling), have
the key role in building the proposed OO design knowledge-
base and filling the gap between subjective and objective
concepts. Although the proposed approach is extensible
and configurable, the design flaws, the OO metrics, and the
heuristic rules presenting in this paper only addresses one
quality attribute namely, maintainability.

3. A Proposed Approach

To come up with a systematic solution to address the prob-
lem, we return to the medical diagnosis process and see how
a physician monitors the degree of healthiness of a patient.
A physician has a knowledge of medicine encompasses nor-
mal range for different biometrics such as blood pressure,
the number of heart beating in a minute, amount of glu-
cose, cholesterol and several other important factors. The
second significant information in the knowledge-base of a
physician are symptoms and the quantity of biometrics for
various diseases or possible diseases in the future (for in-
stance high amount of cholesterol as a symptom for a po-
tential heart attack in the future). The diagnosis process for

a physician is testing major biometrics at first, and in the
case they are not in normal range she may need to measure
more biometrics to compare with her knowledge about dis-
eases.

In our approach, we want to emulate the same process
for a software system by regarding the differences between
a human and a software system as well as the lack of the per-
fect knowledge about normal/expected values (thresholds)
for most of the software metrics. We assume that there is
no a priori knowledge about the design of a system and all
design facts will be extracted and measured from the source
code. As depicted in Figure 1, our approach encompasses
the following components :

• A generic OO design knowledge-base containing de-
sign heuristics, metrics, flaws and their relationships.
The structure of the generic design knowledge-base is
flexible enough to customized for different set of de-
sign flaws.

• A hot spot indicator pointing out the most probable
defective entities, namely “hot spots” using primitive
classifiers.

• A design flaw detector locating possible design flaws
in the predetermined hot spots using composite classi-
fiers.

Figure 1. The Architecture of the Framework
to Detect OO Design Flaws.

Based on the target set of design flaws, the design
knowledge-base should be built and then classifiers at both
levels should be defined for performing the automated
detection mechanism. While Section 4 elaborates fur-
ther on the characteristics of such generic structure of the
knowledge-base, Section 5 discusses the detection process.
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4. A Generic OO Design Knowledge-Base

As depicted in Figure 2, the proposed generic OO design
knowledge-base encompasses four major entities namely
design heuristics/principles, design flaws, a design metric
suite and design features. The OO design knowledge-base
entities are either subjective (e.g., design flaws) or objective
(e.g., metrics). Design features have been used as a glue to
relate subjective to objective entities. The detection process
needs such a design knowledge-base because: i) we need to
fill the gap between qualitative and quantitative measures,
and ii) metric-based measurements are often hard to inter-
pret and normally do not show the root cause of a flaw.

Figure 2. A Generic OO Design Knowledge-
Base Model

The model of the generic OO design knowledge-base
contains predefined but customizable catalogues for heuris-
tics, flaws, features, and metrics. For any system, first of
all, the OO design knowledge-base must be configured.
The order of configuring is shown by a dashed arc in Fig-
ure 2. The configuration begins with selecting the design
heuristics/priciples as the root of design flaws. In fact,
design flaws are violations of these heuristics/principles.
Then the target design flaws are defined in terms of the
features in the design knowledge-base. Finally, the features
will be related to selected metrics in the metric catalogue.
The details are elaborated further as follows :

STEP 1: Defining Design Heuristics/Principles
This entity consists of principles and heuristical rules for
good design in object-oriented systems. Object-oriented
design principles are mostly extensions of general de-
sign principles in software systems (e.g., abstraction,
modularity, information hiding). Samples of principles
for good design in software systems are: high coupling,
low cohesion and complexity. Design heuristics [16]
are stated as the rules of thumb or guidelines for good
design. These rules are based on design principles and

their ultimate goal is to improve quality factors of the
system and avoid occurrence of design flaws. These rules
recommend designers and developers to “do” or “do not”
specific actions or designs. A sample of such heuristics is
“minimize the number of messages in a class”. Although,
they may not be directly defined as rules based on design
features, they can be related to one or several features.
In fact, principles/heuristics recommend or oppose high
or low degrees of one or combination of several design
features. This research extensively uses design heuristics
presented in [16] to build the proposed entity.

STEP 2: Mapping Design Flaws to Heuristics
In the recent years, we found various forms of descrip-
tions for bad or flawed design in the literature such as
bad-smells [10]. Riel [16] presents a set of heuristic design
guidelines, and discusses some of the flawed structures
that result if these guidelines are violated. In the same
manner, Martin [14] discusses the main design principles
of object-orientation and shows that their violation leads to
a rotting design. The first prerequisite for detecting such
flaws is to have classification rules for each flaw. Each
flaw should be defined by such rules based on the different
design features of the source code. On the other hand, for
applying these classification rules, quantitative measures
are required which can be defined by design metrics.
As depicted in Figure 1, two levels of classification are
considered in our proposed framework which require two
set of classification rules. Fowler et al. [10] give descriptive
definitions for design flaws such as Shotgun Surgery and
Data Class. The definition given by Riel [16] are better
for defining classification rules because he not only defines
flaws based on design heuristics but also categorizes design
heuristics which can easily map to design features. Table 1
shows a subset of such design heuristics/priciples and
their mappings to design flaws at the different levels of
granularity in OO systems.

STEP 3: Mapping Design Flaws to Design Features
Design features such as complexity are the core concept
of the generic OO design knowledge-base that is why all
three major entities in the proposed OO design knowledge-
base explicitly or implicitly relate to these features as shown
in Figure 2. For instance design heuristics/principles deal
with managing complexity, while some design flaws like
God Class concern too complex classes. On the other hand,
there is a category of metrics to measure the complexity
at different levels of a software system. In this way, the
classifying rule can identify the hot spots which ultimately
wave to design flaws using these features. Depending on
the selected design flaw and the level of abstraction some
of these features may be decomposed to sub-features (e.g.
decomposing complexity to inter- and intra-class complex-
ity). Using these categories, we can define features as the
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Abstraction Level Heuristics/Principles Design Flaw
Class i) Distribute system intelligence horizontally as uniformly as

possible, ii) Beware of classes that have many accessor meth-
ods defined in their public interface, and iii) Do not create God
Classes/Objects in your system [16].

God Class: One class is used more extensively than others [16].

Class Minimize the Number of Messages in the protocol of a
class [16].

Shotgun Surgery: every time you make a change in a class; you
have to make many tiny changes in lots of different classes [10].

Class Factor the commonality of data, behavior, and/or interface as
high as possible in the inheritance hierarchy [16].

Refused Bequest: Subclasses do not want or need everything
they inherit [10].

Method Keep related data and behavior in one place [16] Feature Envy: Often a method that seems more interested in a
class other than the one it’s actually in [10].

Method Manageable Complexity [16] God Method: One method is used more extensively than oth-
ers [16].

Table 1. A Subset of Mapping Design Heuristics/Principles to Flaws.

joint points of three other components of the proposed OO
design knowledge-base as depicted in Figure 2. Applying
such an approach, each design flaw is defined as a classifica-
tion rule using design features based on violation of design
heuristics/principles. Table 2 shows the mapping between a
subset of design flaws and features. By measuring the spec-
ified features for each flaw, it is possible to detect hot spots
and a set of flaws.

Design Features/
Design Flaws

God
Class

Shotgun
Surgery

Refused
Bequest

Feature
Envy

God
Method

Complexity
√ √ √

Coupling
√ √ √

Cohesion
√ √ √

Inheritance
√

Table 2. Mapping Design Flaws to Features

Generally, the number of design features are limited. So
defining classification rules in terms of design features are
easier than defining them directly by metrics. By this mean,
flaws can also be directly related to design heuristics. Clas-
sification rules can be defined by degrees of each features.
An appropriate way is to use fuzzy terms which are closer
to human linguistic terms and so are more comprehensible
for defining the OO design knowledge-base. Moreover,
Each feature may be measured by different metrics for
two different design flaws or in primitive and composite
classifiers of a specific flaw.

STEP 4: Defining a Catalogue of Design Metrics
Design metrics quantify design features of specified flaws
in a OO design knowledge-base. These metrics are se-
lected based on the definitions and classification rules of
each flaw. Because design features are the core of the OO
design knowledge-base model, there is a flexibility of using
different metrics for different levels of abstraction in a sys-
tem (class or method level) or different systems. To select
a metric, the important question is that whether the metric
is a valid quality indicator for the specified design feature
(e.g. complexity). Chidamber-Kemerer [7] proposed a met-
ric suite for OO systems in four categories (coupling, co-

hesion, inheritance and size) and after that several works
were published on analyzing validity of these metrics and
the modified metrics as quality indicators. Most of the re-
searchers used logistic regression and principal component
analysis for this purpose. Basili et al. [2] showed 5 out of
the 6 Chidamber-Kemerer metrics could be good quality in-
dicators. Ping Yu et al. [20] analyzed 10 metrics in 5 cate-
gories, the former categories and reuse, and showed 7 met-
rics could be significant in the system quality. Fioravanti
et al. [9] also selected 12 metrics in 4 categories (same as
Chidamber-Kemerer) out of 200 proposed metrics in litera-
ture. Briand et al. [5] built a fault prediction model includ-
ing more than 6 metrics from 3 categories (coupling, cohe-
sion and inheritance). Industrial projects and commercial
tools also have categorized metrics in different manners, for
instance Datrix has four categories of routine, class, file,
and Halstead metrics. Borland Together uses 12 categories
for object-oriented metrics including complexity, coupling,
inheritance and cohesion.

Design Feature Metric Classifier
Coupling CBO (Coupling Between Objects) Primitive
Cohesion TCC (Tight Class Cohesion) Primitive
Intra-class Complexity WMPC (Weighted Method Count) Primitive
Inter-class Complexity RFC (Response For a Class) Primitive

Coupling AOFD (Access Of Foreign Data) Composite
Coupling CM (Changing Methods) Composite
Coupling ChC (Changing Classes) Composite

Table 3. A Subset of Metrics Used in OO De-
sign Knowledge-Base

Table 3 lists a sample metric suite for the proposed OO
design knowledge-base. The third column of Table 3 will
be elaborated further in Section 5. Validity of metrics, re-
lationship to specified design features, and availability of a
method/tool for measurement are our criterion for selecting
the metric suite in the proposed framework. Some metrics
are selected as a subset of metrics presented in [2] based on
the existing hypotheses in OO systems (like normal range in
biometrics). These hypotheses maps to the design heuristics
that of the interest of this research work. The rational be-
hind the selection of these metrics are discussed as follows:
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• Coupling Metric: We selected CBO (Coupling Be-
tween Objects) [7] as the primitive metric for cou-
pling. CBO provides the number of classes to which a
given class is coupled by using their member functions
and/or instance variables. As shown in [2, 20], it is a
significant quality indicator for OO systems. AOFD
(or ATFD) also represents the number of external
classes from which a given class accesses attributes,
directly or via accessors methods. CM (Changing
Methods) is defined as the number of distinct methods
in the system that could be affected by changes in the
measured class. The methods affected are all those that
access an attribute and/or call a method and/or redefine
a method of the given class. ChC (Changing Classes)
measures the number of client-classes which must be
changed as the result of a change of the server-class.

• Cohesion Metric: LCOM (Lack of Cohesion in Meth-
ods) [3] is not a significant cohesion indicator as dis-
cussed in [2, 11, 20]. We have chosen TCC (Tight
Class Cohesion) as indicated in [9]. TCC is defined
as the relative number of directly connected methods.
Two methods are directly connected if they access a
common instance variable of the class. TCC refers
the relative number of directly connected methods in
a given class.

• Complexity Metric: We use two categories of complex-
ity [23]: i) Intra-class Complexity (inherent complex-
ity) which is close to cyclomatic complexity, and ii)
Inter-Class Complexity (interaction complexity) which
in fact is the intersection of complexity and coupling.
We have chosen WMPC (Weighted Method Count) for
the first category and RFC (Response For a Class) for
the second one. WMPC is the sum of the complexity of
all methods for a class, where each method is weighted
by its cyclomatic complexity. The number of methods
and the complexity of the methods involved is a predic-
tor of how much time and effort is required to develop
and maintain the class. RFC is the number of methods
that can potentially be executed in response to a mes-
sage received by an object of that class. The reason for
selecting RFC is based on the nature of its definition
and high correlation with WMPC (Weighted Method
Count) and CBO as two major metrics for complexity
and coupling. Systa et al. [20] show this correlation,
and our results for our case study (JBoss) verify this
assertion.

5. A Detection Process

As depicted in Figure 1, the proposed framework to de-
tect design flaws contains a two-level classification process.
The first level aims at indicating hot spots based on a set

of primitive classifiers. The second level aims at detect-
ing design flaws by classifying the hot spots through more
precise analysis and filtering. Because the detection rules
for design flaws contain a level of uncertainty and possi-
bility, finding these flaws in one-pass classification using
certain metric-based rules cannot be considered as a perfect
approach. Two passes of classification with two different
rule set can help us to detect potential and highly poten-
tial problematic entities in a system through a systematic
way. At the first level, the emphasize in on the metrics with
strong relationship with features, while at the second level
the metrics which address overlap of the features are also
taken into account.

5.1. Hot Spot Indicator

As shown in the architecture of the proposed framework, the
primitive classifiers in the hot spot indicator determine the
entities (classes, methods, etc) which may be problematic.
Detecting these potential flaws are accomplished by primi-
tive rules defined in the OO design knowledge-base for the
specified design flaws. One example of such primitive rules
is (in a pseudo format):

if (class X has high Inter-Class Complexity) and
(class X has high Coupling)

then (class X probably has Shotgun Surgery)

Here we use the fuzzy terms high and low to classify
classes to each of the aforementioned categories. We be-
lieve that fuzzy terms are appropriate for design features
and metrics in classifiers because: i) they can be config-
urable and flexible for different systems, and ii) they re-
flect the uncertainty about the precise value of the thresh-
olds and possibility factors in detecting flaws. The nature of
hot spots, as the potential spots of flaws, also supports the
second assumption. We need threshold values to quantify
these high and low terms. These thresholds can be relative
(e.g. top 10 values) or absolute (e.g. more than 5). It is hard
to set a strict and crisp value for all OO systems, although
some researchers proposed an “industrial average” for sev-
eral metrics, but still there is no consensus on proper values
for thresholds. Relative thresholds seem to work better, but
they cannot be used individually because they always select
for instance top 20 values and we have always a constant
number of hot spots.

5.2. Design Flaw Detector

After determining the hot spots, the goal is to detect the fi-
nal set of problematic entities. Design flaw detector is also
based on metric-based classifiers (called composite classi-
fiers) which use combinations of metrics mostly different
from primitive metrics to measure more details about the
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suspicious entities. This is similar to the process by which a
physician finds potential problems in the first phase by sim-
ple biometrics such as sound of the heart, and then checks
the detail by more accurate metrics like electro-cardiogram.
For each design flaw, there is a composite classifier to ana-
lyze the details of hot spots and figure out whether they have
a flaw. The metrics selected for primitive classifiers are the
minimal set of metrics strongly related to their assigned de-
sign features. But to improve the accuracy of the measure-
ment in composite classifiers, we need to measure each de-
sign feature probably by several metrics. On the other hand,
design features are not completely independent; so to cover
the overlap among them we also need additional metrics. In
fact, the idea of using two-level classifiers are suitable for
large-scale object-oriented systems. In the primitive level
by using less complex rules suspicious entities are filtered.
Then a combination of more complex metric-based rules
can filter the first set. An example rule for composite clas-
sifiers can be considered as follows :

if (class X has high CM) and (class X has high ChC)
then (class X has Shotgun Surgery Flaw)

6. Case Study: JBoss Application Server

In this section, we apply the proposed heuristic-metric
framework on an industrial large-scale case study, namely
JBoss Application Server 4.0 1. JBoss is an open source,
standards-compliant J2EE application server implemented
in Java and distributed for free under the LGPL license. It is
the most downloaded application server in the world based
on the J2EE specification. As shown in Figure 3, JBoss
Application Server is a part of what we call middle-tier, be-
tween the end-user tier and the primary services. JBoss Ap-
plication Server 4.0 is composed of 28 subsystems hierar-
chically organized. The JBoss system has 952 KLOC with
6058 Java files and 4892 classes. It has three layers - Mi-
crokernel, Service and Aspect Layer - in its architecture as
illustrated in Figure 3 (interested readers can refer to [19]
for more information regarding its extracted architecture).
We used Borland Together for Eclipse 2 to measure metrics
and Microsoft Excel for statistical and logical operations.

6.1. Configuring the Design Knowledge-Base

For this case study, we have selected two flaws at the class
level namely : God Class and Shotgun Surgery. The first
step to exploit the framework is configuring the OO design
knowledge-base for these selected design flaws. These
flaws are related to architectural and structural categories
(besides of intermediate categories) [21]. We use a subset

1http://www.jboss.org
2http://www.borland.com
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Figure 3. JBoss Application Server Layers.

of the sample catalogues defined in the knowledge-base
(discussed in Section 4), for taking into account a set of
metrics related to four features namely intra- and inter
complexity, cohesion and coupling. The rationals behind of
such selections in terms of flaws and metrics are elaborated
further as follows :

God Class: A class does most of the functionalities of a
system in the comparison with other classes in the system
contributes to the God Class smell. In a nutshell, god
Class refers to those classes which tend to centralize the
intelligence of the system. An instance of a God Class
performs most of the operations, delegates only minor
details to a set of trivial classes, and uses the data from
other classes. This design flaw is partially analogous to
Fowler’s Large Class smell [10]. Hence, God Classes
deviate from the heuristic of manageable complexity, low
coupling as well as tend to be also non-cohesive. To detect
a God Class, we look for classes : i) use a lot of data from
the other classes, either being highly complex or having
a large state, and ii) have low cohesion between methods.
as shown in Table 4 and Table 3, the defined God Class
detection rule should measure four design features of a
given class: intra- and inter-complexity, cohesion, and
coupling. For detecting this flaw, CBO, TCC and WMPC
are used in the primitive classifier and AOFD, WMPC and
TCC metrics are used in the composite classifier.

Shotgun Surgery: A class that is coupled to a large num-
ber of other classes, and would produce a large number of
changes throughout the system in the event of an internal
change, contributes to the Shotgun Surgery smell. Shotgun
Surgery means that a change in a given class implies many
changes to a lot of different classes. By the definition, a
class which presents the Shotgun Surgery flaw tends to be
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coupled to a large number of other classes. In a nutshell,
Shotgun Surgery deviates from the heuristic of minimiza-
tion the number of messages in the protocol of the class. As
shown in Table 4 and Table 3, for detecting this flaw, CBO
and RFC are used for the primitive classifier and ChC and
CM metrics are used for the composite classifier.

6.2. Building Classifiers

According to the definition of the selected design flaws, we
need to classify four kind of classes: i) intra-class complex
to find classes which are individually complex not regarding
their communications with the other classes, ii) inter-class
complex to find classes which have high level of respon-
sibility in communication with other classes, iii) highly-
coupled to find classes which are highly coupled to others,
and iv) low-cohesive to find classes that are not cohesive
enough.

First, the primitive classifiers labels classes as intra-class
complex, inter-class complex, high-coupled, low-cohesive,
or a combination of them to find hot spots. To build the
primitive classifiers, we relate these design flaws to proper
design features, and then we propose metric-based rules to
detect classes with these flaws using the predefined map-
pings.

Design Features/Flaws God Class Shotgun Surgery
Intra-class Complexity High
Inter-class Complexity High
Coupling High High
Cohesion Low

Table 4. Mapping Design Flaws to Features
Using Heuristics

Table 4 shows the mapping between selected design
flaws and features with assigning linguistic terms. In fact,
“High” shows positive correlation and “Low” shows nega-
tive correlation between design features and metrics. Based
on the mapping, the metric-based rules are used for primi-
tive classifiers as follows : i) High-coupled are classes with
high level of CBO, ii) Intra-class complex are classes with
high level of WMPC, iii) Inter-class complex are classes
with high value of RFC, and iv) Low cohesive are classes
with low level of TCC.

Similar to primitive classifiers, composite classifiers are
built by mapping between flaws to metrics through features.
Detection rule for God Classes according to Table 2 and 3
can be formulated as follows:

if (class X has high [AOFD & WMPC & TCC])
then (class X has God Class Flaw)

The classification rule for Shotgun Surgery can be also

formulated as follows :

if (class X has high [CM & ChC])
then (class X has Shotgun Surgery Flaw)

6.3. Obtained Results

This section discusses our findings about design quality of
JBoss Application Server 4.0 using the proposed frame-
work. Due to the large scale of our case study , and the
space constraints in this paper, we only present a subset
of our results. Interested readers could refer to [19] for
more details. We have applied our two-level classification
approach on 4297 classes of JBoss, after eliminating some
third-party subsystems such as Tomcat from our analysis.

Figure 4. JBoss Subsystems LOC

First, we were interested to analyze the relationships be-
tween the size and the number of detected design flaws in
each subsystem of the case study. Figure 4 illustrates sizes
of the subsystems in JBoss. A depicted in Figure 5, the five
top large size subsystems have more flaws and when we
analyzed the classes inside of each subsystems there was a
correlation between size and flaw in a class. For instance in
Server subsystem, there were 17 problematic classes (either
having God Class or Shotgun Surgery flaw) out of top 20%
large classes (162 out of total 812 classes). All of the 6 God
Classes in the Server subsystem were in the top 20%, This
was not a surprise for us due to the relation between com-
plexity and the module size. But the class or subsystem size
does not show a precise predictive clue about the possibil-
ity of flaw or fault-proneness in the same module. Such a
conclusion emphasizes that we cannot specify a threshold
or the optimal class size in an object-oriented system.

Another interesting point for us was to study the relation-
ships between design flaws. Figure 5 shows the distribution
of design flaws in JBoss subsystems (except of packages
without any design flaw). As illustrated in Figure 5, we
have only 3 coincidences of these two flaws in a package in
all 14 packages (21%) and only one class has been found
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in the JBoss that has simultaneously both flaws (JDBCUtil
class in the Server subsystem).

Figure 5. Detected Design Flaws in JBoss

We posted the results to JBoss developer forum to know
their opinion about these findings. In fact, they had not
analyzed JBoss from this point of view by these defini-
tions for design flaws, but they asserted that in the flaw
list there are many instances of problematic classes, regard-
ing their design, which they modified them during main-
tenance/evolution process. One interesting case was JM-
SContainerInvoker class, which one of chief scientists of
JBoss believed it could contain a design flaw, probably shot-
gun surgery, but it was not in our list. The logs shows
that this class has been detected as a hotspot by the prim-
itive classifiers mainly due to its high coupling with other
classes. But, it has been rejected as a design flaw by com-
posite classifiers, because for shotgun surgery the important
factor is that how much other classes rely on this class. So,
having a high-level of coupling does not necessarily mean a
class has the shotgun surgery flaw.

To study the correlation of metrics in our metric suite,
we calculate correlation of these metrics in JBoss. Ta-
ble 5 shows the calculated correlations. We assumed values
above 0.50 as correlated metrics (shown as bold numbers in
Table 5). There is a positive correlation between RFC and
CBO which in fact is between inter-class complexity and
coupling. On the other hand, RFC and WMC are highly re-
lated and this is because they both are indicating complex-
ity. These values shows that RFC and consequently inter-
class complexity feature is in the middle of coupling and
complexity, but it shows facts that cannot be shown by ei-
ther selected coupling or intra-class complexity. AOFD and
CBO also show correlation and this fact justifies selection
of AOFD as the second phase indicator of coupling in the
God Class classification rule.

For evaluating the proposed process and comparing the
results with the related works, we use two criteria of pre-
cision and recall for the hot spot and final sets of each de-

tected design flaws. Precision is the proportion of correct
detections to all of the detected cases, and recall is the pro-
portion of correct detected cases to all of the cases in the
system. If DF, HS and FF are respectively the set of Design
Flaws, Hot Spots and the Final Flaws of detected design
flaws in the systems, we define the precision and recall at
the first and second phases of the detection process based
on the cardinality of these sets as follows :

Hot Spot Precision = |HS ∩ DF |/|HS|
Hot Spot Recall = |HS ∩ DF |/|DF |

Final Set Precision = |FF ∩ DF |/|FF |
Final Set Recall = |FF ∩ DF |/|DF |

Using above formulas, we can compare our results with
the strategy proposed in [12, 13] and show that our ap-
proach is much more flexible and configurable for large-
scale object-oriented systems. Hot spots for the God Class
flaw is the intersection of three sets namely: high-coupled,
low-cohesive and intra-class-complex. The hot spot set con-
sists of 533 classes out of 4296 total classes. Table 6 shows
the statistics of applying the approach for detecting God
Classes. The precision and recall have been calculated for
hot spots and the final set of God Classes.

Stats / Design Flaw God Class Shotgun Surgery
Hotspots 533 1510

Hot Spot Set Precision 2% 3%
Hot Spot Set Recall 100% 74%
Final Set Precision 100% 94%

Final Set Recall 100% 74%

Table 6. Selected Results on Design Flaws

Hot spots for the Shotgun Surgery design flaw is the in-
tersection of two sets namely: high-coupled, inter-class-
complex. As shown in Table 6, the obtained results show
1510 hot spots out of 4296 total number of classes. We
found 197 cases with absolute thresholds rules (CM > 10
and ChC > 5) which top 25 percent gave us 51 classes
with Shotgun Surgery flaw. Our method have not found
17 classes which were directly found with the strategy pro-
posed in [12] while 3 cases (5%) is additional. The hot spot
indicators mostly focus on increasing recall to capture most
of the potential problematic classes for the next phase. By
applying the second level classifiers for each design flaw,
precision increases which decreases the number of addi-
tional cases in comparison with [12].

The results for the selected case study, JBoss Applica-
tion Server 4.0, show that our proposed framework can sys-
tematically and efficiently detect design flaws of an object-
oriented system. It is efficient because it does not check all
the classes in a large system by applying complex rules, and
giving hard-to-interpret results. It finds hot spots by quick
classifications in the first phase and then focuses on the hot
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CBO TCC WMC RFC AOFD CM ChC
CBO 1 0.0497 0.6162 0.7646 0.6357 0.1767 0.2410
TCC 0.0497 1 0.1064 0.0872 0.0806 0.0100 -0.0001
WMPC 0.6162 0.1064 1 0.9160 0.4852 0.2369 0.2587
RFC 0.7646 0.0872 0.9160 1 0.5404 0.2172 0.2456
AOFD 0.6357 0.0806 0.4852 0.5404 1 0.1019 0.1558
CM 0.1767 0.0100 0.2369 0.2172 0.1019 1 0.8259
ChC 0.2410 -0.0001 0.2587 0.2456 0.1558 0.8259 1

Table 5. Correlation among Selected Metrics in JBoss Application Server 4.0

spot set to find the final set of design flaws by more pre-
cise and complex rules. One of the benefits of this approach
for a future flaw diagnosis expert system is the capability of
giving clear and easy-to-understand reasons for questions
like : “Why the diagnosis system has chosen a class as a
God Class?”

Two important advantages of our approach are the ex-
tensibility and configurability of the proposed framework.
Our proposed approach can be extended : i) by adding
more quality factors, their related heuristics/principles, de-
sign features, design flaws and metrics to the OO design
knowledge-base, and ii) by building the appropriate classi-
fiers for the hot spot indicator and the design flaw detector
using a set of primitive and composite classifiers.

7. Related Works

During the past years, various approaches have been devel-
oped to address the problem of detecting and correcting of
design flaws in an OO software system. Marinescu [12] de-
fined a list of metric-based detection strategies for capturing
around ten flaws of OO design at method, class and subsys-
tem levels as well as patterns. Since the interpretation of in-
dividual measurements of metrics is too fine-grained, Mari-
nescu introduced a filtering and composition mechanism to
find design fragments that are affected by a particular de-
sign flaw. However, how to choose proper threshold values
for metrics and propose design alternatives to correct the
detected flaws are not addressed in his research.

Mihancea et al. [15] presented an approach for establish-
ing proper threshold values for metrics-based design flaw
detection mechanism. This approach, called tuning ma-
chine, is based on inferring the threshold values based on a
set of reference examples, manually classified in flawed re-
spectively good design entities. They tried to optimize God-
class detection strategy using a genetic algorithm. Their
work toward finding the optimum threshold values led to
multiple threshold sets which can be applied in parallel and
the majority will be determined the final set of God Classes.
Another interesting approach to increase the accuracy is
to enhance the detection process by combining detection
strategies applied on a single version with additional infor-
mation extracted from multiple versions of the system [17].

Emden et al. [8] worked on software inspection to re-

pair bugs, called code smells, early in the software develop-
ment cycle to decrease the total cost. They discussed that
such code smells are subjective, domain-dependent and not
precise in terms of underlying parameters. They developed
jCosmo which is configurable to add or remove or change
definition of smells. Brown et al. [6] introduced the con-
cept of anti-pattern in contrast with design patterns as the
frequently observed bad solutions at higher levels of design,
the class level or higher.

Recently, some literature tried to bridge the gap between
detection and correction of design flaws. Tahvildari et
al. [21] investigated the use of OO metrics for detecting po-
tential design flaws and presented a correction mechanism.
The correction mechanism is based on analyzing the impact
of various meta-pattern transformations on these OO met-
rics. Trifu [22] introduced correction strategies based on
the existing flaw detection and transformation techniques.
This approach serves as reference descriptions that enable a
human-assisted tool to plan and perform all necessary steps
for the removal of detected flaws. Consequently, it is a
methodology that can be fully supported.

However to the best of our knowledge, the efficiency and
accuracy of all current design flaw detection and correc-
tion strategies for large-size industrial OO systems (above
800 KLOC) have not been assessed where our proposed
approach addresses such design flaws detection. The pro-
posed two-phase detection mechanism is flexible to modify
the classification rules, and easily expandable to detect more
design flaws.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper proposes a framework for detecting object-
oriented design flaws. An OO design knowledge-base of
related design principles, metrics and design flaws concepts
needs to be developed. The core part of this knowledge-base
is design features which binds all the other three concepts.
For this paper, we have considered only a part of this OO
design knowledge-base at the class level, and proposed the
heuristics for both hot spot indictor and design flaw detec-
tor which are based on the underlying classifiers. Classifiers
use category-based rule sets, which in turn are metric-based.
So, the process actually is a two-level classification process
to detect the final flaws in the system. The proposed frame-
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work begins the process by defining design flaws in terms of
well-established principles, features and metrics instead of
proposing a magic formula. This configurable knowledge-
base helps experts to define classifiers and to interpret re-
sults in a systematic manner. The two-phase classification
also eases the detection process in addition of finding hot
spots which may not have design flaw at the current state
but potential to have one in the future.

There are three noteworthy points about our proposed
framework that can be considered as future work : i) it will
be more appropriate to have different weights in classifying
various design features instead of equal weights that have
been used in the approach, ii) it will be useful to include
a degree of possibility or a kind of certainty factor for the
heuristics and the detected design flaws as we cannot spec-
ify strict threshold values for ”high” or ”low” terms in clas-
sifiers rules, and iii) a ranking mechanism for design flaws
could be useful for developers and maintainers to deal with
high priority and critical flaws. An aggregation formulation
for different flaws in different levels of abstraction could be
appropriate for this purpose. Another possible way to im-
prove the quality of results is adding a mechanism of eval-
uation for the final sets in terms of accordance with the de-
sign documents, but there is no direct and objective way to
do this task. One of the other strategies that could be useful
for some cases is to compare several successive versions. If
so-called flaws repeated in more than two releases, then it
could be a design decision not a flaw. Number of releases
that should be analyzed to infer such a result may depend
on the type of a flaw or the scale of the system.
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